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Abstract

The study of the formation and development of karst phenomena and their rock relief using laboratory plaster modeling has again proven useful and informative. We continued the study of subsoil karren that forms under tight, poorly permeable contact with soil and of rain flutes formed by water at various temperatures. We determined the pattern of the reshaping of plaster tubes that are wider at the flow inlet than at the outlet end. The results are a significant contribution to explaining the formation of high ceiling niches and pockets in karst caves. The third experiment was carried out in phreatic conditions where water in a flume was forced to flow between layers of different composition. During the experiment, we observed the typical development of channels between pure plaster layers (uniform limestone beds), between plaster layers with added Portland cement reinforced fragments (breccia beds), siporex (slowly dissolving beds) and between three different layer types.
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INTRODUCTION

The modeling of karst phenomena and their rock forms and relief in plaster exposed to different factors in a variety of conditions has often proved useful. The limitations and particularities of plaster modeling often originate in the fact that in most cases the models are smaller than the original phenomena in nature and that more plaster dissolves (more than 2 g of plaster dissolves per 100 g of water at 20 °C). The consequence of the latter is that the forms on plaster are typically smaller than those on limestone and their development cycle is much faster. According to our experience, however, they provide a very useful comparison. Modeling offers various possibilities for the continuous monitoring of the origin and development of rock forms. While the modeling of a plaster block exposed to a flow of water or to rain can be monitored continuously, an experiment in the formation of subsoil karren must be repeatedly interrupted and renewed and the formation of rock relief in plaster tubes exposed to a water current can only be monitored using special instruments.

We continue with the studying the formation of subsoil karren and subsoil rock teeth (Slabe 2005, 2009; Slabe & Liu 2009), we tried to make clear the effects of water temperature on the formation processes of rain flutes (Ginés 2009; Slabe 2009), and continue with research of the development of caves by exposing tubes of different diameters and a plaster block composed of different layers to a flow of water. Models are different, so the methods are presented in the beginning of each.

PREVIOUS PLASTER MODELING EXPERIMENTS DESCRIBED IN THE LITERATURE

Experiments in modeling have deepened our knowledge about cave rock forms.

Rudnicki (1960), Curl (1966), Goodchild & Ford (1971), and Allen (1972) studied scallops with plaster models. Curl (1966) established beyond dispute that the length of scallops depends on the speed of the water constantly flowing over the rock; the size and shape of scallops is also influenced by the size of the passage whose walls contain the scallops, the density and viscosity of the water, ions diffusion, and the properties of the rock where the scallops form. Goodchild & Ford (1971) studied the relationship between the size of scallops and the hydraulic conditions. Allen (1972) used experiments with plaster channels to demonstrate that scallops can form on rock whose component parts are large enough for the development of independent vortexes. The presence of non-homogeneous elements influences the distribution of scallops and a single non-homogeneous element can trigger the formation of scallop-like features.

Quinif (1973) used a model to study the formation of ceiling pockets. He immersed a fissured block in water and poured HCl through a fissure. A ceiling pocket formed at its bottom.

Lauritzen (1981) studied the paragenetic transformation of a cave ceiling above fine-grained sediment using plaster modeling experiments.

Ewers (1966, 1972, 1982) used salt models to study bedding-plane anastomoses.

Experimental research (Slabe 1995a, b) on above-sediment flutes, different types of scallops and the impact of rock and hydraulic conditions on their size and shape, and ceiling pockets formed due to the percolation of water through fissures contributed considerably to explaining their origin under different conditions and the diverse shaping of karst caves.

Many experiments have been conducted on the formation of karst surfaces and the rock forms on them.

Pluhar and Ford (1970) studied the formation of flutes by using hydrochloric acid on a dolomite block.

Glew and Ford (1980) studied flutes and rillenkarren in experiments exposing plaster surfaces inclined from 22.5° to 60° to artificial rain. They established that flutes form in places where a thin layer of water flowing across an inclined surface does not block rain drops from direct contact with the rock. Under a thicker layer of water, however, the surface of the rock becomes smooth. The length of flutes is related to the inclination of the rock surface.

Dzulynski et al. (1988) used modeling to study the formation of karren by exposing a fissured block of plaster to artificial rain. They studied karren formed by rainwater as well as subsoil karren. They were interested in how the plaster is dissected by channels that form along fissures, how protrusions form between them, and how the level of water surrounding them affects their development. They determined that the amount of rain affects the speed at which the plaster dissolves but not the shape of the artificial karren. The plaster covered with sand displayed karren similar to that on bare plaster and only pil-
lars were less sharply dissected. On the walls of a small model of uncovered karren it was possible to distinguish vertical channels at the ends of fissures (lapies wells, karrenröhren) and funnel-shaped recesses at their tops with channels below them.

Tučan (1911) exposed limestone and dolomite blocks to hydrochloric and nitric acid and established that their surfaces resembled those in nature, with characteristic differences, of course, between the limestone and dolomite. Mowat (1962) used plates of various shapes to confirm the findings of Lange (1959) that during the dissolving process concave areas become rounded and convex areas are sharpened. Trudgill (1985) described the smoothing of rock surfaces due to their exposure to acidic water. He proved his findings with laboratory tests using acids and scanning rock surface with an electron microscope.


CONTINUATION OF TEST MODELING OF SUBSOIL KARREN FORMATION

The previous results have already been presented in detail (Slabe 2005, 2009); here we add new findings acquired with new models.

For the earlier experiments (Slabe 2005), a plaster block was sliced into pillars with square cross sections and sides measuring 6 cm and a height of 30 cm (Fig. 1). The pillars were placed closely side by side in a large bucket and covered with soil. Holes were drilled in the bottom of the bucket and lastly the bucket was filled with water. The water began to percolate through the soil and run out through the holes at the bottom of the bucket.

The upper two thirds of the pillar walls were corroded by tiny features, the traces of the water percolating through the sediment and its flow along the contact between plaster and sediment.

The entire surface of the upper sections of the pillars was finely corroded by small cups (Fig. 2) up to 2 cm in diameter, although most are smaller. They are the consequence of water percolating constantly through the most permeable layer of soil.

The larger cups (Fig. 2), typically found in the middle sections of the pillars, display relatively smooth surfaces. On rock, of course on a much larger scale, this type of hollow is called a "subsoil scallop" (Slabe 2005).

Along the fissures or other weak spots in the rock, individual deeper semicircular or channel-shaped hollows often occur that in time can develop into subsoil tubes (Fig. 2).

Channels with diameters ranging from one to three centimeters formed on the walls of the lower sections of

Figs. 1, 2: Pillars of plaster stone forest.
the columns (Fig. 2 B). The locally saturated zone, which developed because the quantity of water flowing along the contact was greater than the quantity that could flow out of the perforated bottom of the bucket, reached as far as the upper level of the channels. This border is often marked by notches.

On the lower surfaces of the pillars, even those cut in half horizontally, there are distinct networks of above-sediment anastomoses (Fig. 2).

The angularity and square cross sections of the pillars were preserved throughout their entire height. The characteristically pointed shape of the upper sections of the pillars is the consequence of the dispersed percolation of water through the soil that covered the plaster.

In the latest experiment, larger plaster pillars (the largest was 20 cm long and 16 cm wide, smaller ones 12 cm long and 8 cm wide; all were 30 cm in height; Fig. 3) were covered with a finer fine-grained clay less permeable for water. Thus the contact between the clay and the rock was also less permeable. Subsoil shafts were the first to form between the pillars. As parts of the shafts, vertical subsoil channels with funnel-like mouths at their tops (Fig. 3 A) formed on the upper sections of the pillar walls. The diameter of these features reached 3 cm. Along the less permeable contact between the plaster and the clay the water seeks the most permeable routes and merges together in flows. This was confirmed by bubbles on the surface of the water that revealed a number of distinct ponors. A special type of channel such as described in the experiment above formed on the lower section of the pillars in the locally saturated zone. Anastomoses formed on the lower surface of the pillars (Fig. 4a).

The tops of the pillars gradually sharpened and approached the shape of a point (Fig. 4b). The process was frequently interrupted in order to examine all the phases in the development of subsoil karren.

When the experiment ended after 800 hours, the two larger pillars were 20 cm tall, the wider being 10 cm long and the narrower 5 cm. All that remained of the smaller pillars were two 5 cm tall and up to 1.5 cm wide pieces of plaster.
The pillars are completely pointed, which of course is most visible in the larger two pillars, especially the widest (Figs. 3, 4a, 4b). The sharp side edges were preserved.

The rock relief gradually began to resemble that in the first experiment, particularly on individual surfaces. The surface of the pillars, however, tends to be smoother as a rule. New characteristics are preserved, specifically the dissection by more or less vertical and, due to the varying permeability of the contact between the plaster and clay, more or less meandering subsoil channels (Figs. 3, 4a). Higher on the pillar walls than in the first experiments there are horizontal or variously inclined wall notches reflecting the more complete filling of fissures and the tighter contact between plaster and clay and consequently the lower permeability of the model (Figs. 3, 4a). In many places the surface of the plaster was weathered, indicating that the soluble material had not been simultaneously removed everywhere.

The experiments confirm the knowledge acquired in the field (Slabe & Liu 2009). Of course, it is necessary to consider the fact that plaster dissolves rapidly and its surface is consequently more finely dissected. Water percolates downward through soil and various fine-grained sediments and flows through fissured rock. The peaks of rock become sharper, points or blades begin to take shape, and fissures grow into cracks. Water then fills them with sediment beside which forms characteristic subsoil rock relief. Along the permeable contact between rock and sediment, water creeps over the entire surface enabling the formation of subsoil scallops. Along less permeable contacts, however, water consolidates to find paths, carving subsoil shafts and channels. The surface between them can become weathered. A unique rock relief forms in locally saturated zones. The subsoil karren in the lower parts of the Dolenjska karst in Slovenia that periodically are completely flooded by groundwater are a typical example (Knez et al. 2004).

MODELING OF PLASTER BLOCKS UNDER AN ARTIFICIAL RAINFALL OF DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE – INITIAL STAGES OF RAIN FLUTES DEVELOPMENT

In order to clarify the formation processes of rain flutes (rillenkarren), a laboratory experiment was carried out (Hada 2008, 2010). Two blocks made from plaster of Paris having a 45° inclined surface with an area of 120 mm long by 80 mm wide were placed under a vertical spray for 1,000 hours. The temperatures of tap water sprayed were 45 ± 5 °C and 24 ± 3 °C. The changing form of the rain flutes was measured using photographs. The width (W, mm) and depth (D, mm) were measured from the top of the 45° inclined surface at the 1 cm, 2.5 cm, 4 cm, 6 cm, 8 cm, and 10 cm lower points on the surface every 50 hours.

In both 45 ± 5 °C and 24 ± 3 °C water temperatures, the rain flutes lengths (Figs. 5, 6) increased downward from the top of the 45° slopes in accordance with the time. At the same time, the widths became greater and depths became deeper (Figs. 7, 8). It is evident that the cross-sections of the rain flutes at the top of the sloped surface became larger than their initial form (Fig. 9), and the widths and depths of the rain flutes in the lower part were larger than in the upper part.

The original sloped surface was eroded and the changes to the rain flutes forms were observed. Rain flutes lengths in the case of 45 ± 5 °C water temperature became longer and grew more rapidly downwards than under the 24 ± 3 °C water temperature conditions. In the case of 45 ± 5 °C water temperature, flutes widths expanded rapidly from the start up to 100 hours, and their cross-sections acquired a deep shape from the start up to 200 hours (Figs. 7, 8). In case of 24 ± 3 °C water temperature, widths expanded slowly from the start up to 350 hours and then the depths of rain flutes increased rapidly up to 550 hours when they became stable (Figs. 7,8). Finally, the volume of plaster removed from each block was estimated and compared using the rain flutes profiles. The amount removed was significantly larger under 45 ± 5 °C conditions.
Fig. 5: Development of rain flutes on plaster of Paris blocks.

Fig. 6: Distribution of rain flutes on plaster blocks.
Fig. 7: Relationship between width of rain flutes and elapsed time.

Fig. 8: Relationship between depth of rain flutes and elapsed time.

Fig. 9: Cross-sectional profiles of plaster blocks.
We first immersed an 85 cm long plaster tube that was wider in the center in a water current (Slabe 1995a). Mature networks of scallops formed on the walls of the narrower inflow and outflow sections while pockets formed in the wider inner section. In the sections of rapid change in the size of vortex diameters, the swirling was particularly distinct. The pockets were found throughout the circumference. The hydraulic conditions in the tube are clearly reflected on its circumference. For comparison, as a rule oblong and open scallops formed on plaster blocks immersed in a water current (Slabe 1995b).

In the next experiment we drilled a 12 mm tube in a plaster block and immersed it in the water current. In 12 hours a funnel-like mouth formed at the inflow side, and after 48 hours the diameter of the entire length of the tube was evenly increased to 35 mm. A mature network of 1.5 cm long scallops formed throughout the circumference (Fig. 10). Scallops also formed around the inflow mouth indicating the draining of water (Fig. 11a, b, c, d). The scallops are up to 2 cm long, relatively narrow, and open and often linked in streamlines. A sharp entrance edge gradually occurred at the mouth and almost lost its funnel-like shape (Fig. 11c). Pockets started to form behind the edge in the tube and also in places in front of it (Fig. 11d), which indicates a characteristic swirl zone, which is also typical of the changes in the size of the diameters of cave passages. After four days, a wide (12 cm diameter) and shallow mouth started to develop from the scallops at the beginning of the tube (Fig. 11e). Small tubes also started to form at the contact between two different plasters (Fig. 11a, b, c, d). They are crack-like and branched out as dictated by the contact. The largest have circular cross sections. The more extensive tubes are found in rapidly soluble plaster. In the wider sections, there are large scallops on the circumference, 2 cm and more in size (Fig. 11c, d, e). The dissection of the system of tubes mainly fosters a variety of swirl and hydraulic conditions that dictate the development of pockets on the circumference. A system of tubes also formed at the contact with the wooden frame that surrounded the model.

In the next experiment we immersed a 73 cm long plaster tube (Fig. 12) into a water current flowing at 361 l/s. The narrower inflow section of the tube was 17 cm in length and 10 cm in diameter, the outflow section was 21 cm in length and 5 cm in diameter, and the diameter of the outflow itself was only 2.5 cm. The diameter of the middle section of the tube was 20 cm. The tube itself was 8 cm thick. There was a fissure around the circumference of the tube. The tube was left in the water for 55 hours. It was removed several times to check the development of its formation with a special mirror. After 16 hours, scallops were clearly visible on the circumference in the narrower sections of the tube (Fig. 12) and there were shallow pockets at the mouths. The latter also formed on the circumference of the inflow and outflow sections of the tube.

![Fig. 10: Tube in plaster of Paris.](image)
Fig. 11: Development of tube in plaster and at the contact of different plasters.

Fig. 12: Plaster tube (60 cm long) with relief.
The rock relief in the plaster tube reveals the conditions at the termination of the experiment. The diameter of all the sections of the tube had increased on average by 1 cm. Plaster dissolves rapidly and the rock relief changes or adapts to the conditions accordingly. The experiment was terminated when the water widened the fissure in the middle section and began to leak through it substantially.

In the wider inflow section of the tube, the scallops are 2 cm long (Figs. 12, 13a, b) and in the outflow section, 4 cm (Figs. 12, 13c). These are mature networks of scallops and the scallops are therefore evenly intertwined in the network. The first network (Fig. 13b) still displays a slight elongation of the scallops and openness on the outflow side (Slabe 1995a) but the second network practically neither. The distribution of the first network is more distinctly dictated by obstacles or weak spots in the plaster while the second network is also affected by space since the water swirls evenly throughout the entire cross section, meaning that the swirling action dominates the characteristics of the rock (Slabe 1995b). The walls of the wider section of the plaster tube also display scallop-like forms, particularly individual cups with wedge-shaped runoff tails that indicate the local direction of the water current in this part of the tube. They are oriented toward the widest part of the crack and also lead in that direction from the wall before the narrowing of the tube at the outflow end of the model.

Three types of ceiling pockets can be identified. The first type forms on the circumference of the middle section of the model. They reach 1 cm in diameter and have a relatively regular semi-circular shape (Fig. 14a, b) while oblong features form only along the most distinct obstacles (non-homogeneous elements, cracks) in the plaster. These features are somewhat larger. Shallow pockets have runoff tails in the direction of the water current. They are a transitional form between scallops and pockets. Their formation and shape is fostered by the emphasized swirling along weak spots in the plaster.

The second type of pocket is linked to the areas of the most distinct swirling near abrupt changes in the diameter of the tube, specifically on the walls after the widening and before the narrowing of the tube. Although most of them are smaller, they can reach 2 cm in diameter and are semi-circular or oblong in shape. These pockets dominate at the junction of the wall of the widest part of the model and the cross walls after the narrowing and before the widening of the tube. Two circular depressions up to 2 cm deep formed at these contacts whose walls were dissected by ceiling pockets that as a rule were elongated in the direction of the depression's axis. Some pockets were intertwined.

The largest and most unique pockets formed along the fissure that crossed the center of the model (Fig. 14a, b). They are meandering and cylindrical in shape or resemble slightly narrowing cones with truncated tops. The mouths of the largest pockets reach 3 cm in diameter. Along the most distinct part of the fissure they lie side by side, merging in a sponge-like perforation of the plaster with a dominant inside to outside direction. Depending on the width and depth of the fissure, such areas could be 10 cm long and 7 cm wide. In one spot the water had already removed the plaster, resulting in the formation of an 18 cm long and 7 cm wide crack widened in the middle. The sides of the model were enclosed by wood that somewhat blocked the flow of water from the crack. The scallops found at this contact clearly show the direction of the water draining from the crack. There are pockets reaching 4 cm in diameter on the circumference of the crack.

Pockets and dissected cracks formed over the entire circumference of the tube, including on the floor of the passage as well as on the walls and the ceiling.
MANNER AND DIRECTION OF WATER FLOW IN A PLASTER TUBE

The rock relief reflects the final hydraulic situation in the plaster tube. Of course, it is reasonable to conclude that at the beginning of the experiment the water current was faster in the outflow section of the tube and that the scallops on the circumference were smaller and the opposite applied in the inflow section. Detailed monitoring was not possible. Later when the crack along the fissure widened, the water current flowed faster through the inflow part of the tube and the crack, and the current flowed more slowly through the outflow pipe. This is evident from the rock forms in the photographs.

The formation of deep pockets (Fig. 14a, b) along the crack, however, is by far the most telling part of the experiment. Initially, the pockets were narrow and several cm deep but along the more distinct section of the fissure they grew into domes with pockets on both their tops and their circumferences. This development is characteristic of numerous karst caves. In the model the pockets are found on the entire cross section of the circumference and are wider of course along the more permeable sections of the fissure. The rock relief and the development of the tubes clearly indicate the importance of increased pressure and the widening of the passage along weak spots. Characteristic features form with deep
domes and pockets. Here we should especially emphasize the comparison with hypogenic caves and advise against hasty explanations that describe the majority of the emphasized forms from longitudinal cross sections of passages as traces of the hypogenic development of caves. The water current swirls over the entire cross section and thus pockets form. The descriptions of pockets in karst caves in most cases present ceiling pockets. They form on the ceilings because water currents typically transport solid material that carves the floor of the passage through erosion or covers it with sediment thus protecting it from corrosion. The origin of pockets whose formation is possibly also influenced by gases in the water and convection due to variations in their level of saturation in the solution is a subject for a future experiment.

DISOLUTION AND FORMATION OF RELIEF ALONG BEDDING PLANES OF PLASTER AND SIPOREX LAYERS

PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENT AND DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

The purpose of the experiment forcing water to percolate between layers of plaster and siporex of varying solubility was to simulate the percolation of water and the formation of relief in natural conditions along bedding planes of homogeneous rock with uniform granulation, along bedding planes of clastic rock containing clasts that dissolve more slowly than the surrounding material, and along bedding planes of rock with a low percentage of soluble carbonate.

The two bottom layers of the stack were siporex (autoclaved aerated concrete) plates used in construction. The bottom layer of the two was cracked in the direction of the flow to allow water to enter the material more easily. The middle two layers were composed of pure plaster. The top two layers were composed of two different materials: broken fragments of plaster (with average volumes of a few cm$^3$) containing Portland cement added during the mixing for greater hardness (slower solubility) were covered with pure plaster. The lower of the top two layers held plaster fragments containing 5 % Portland cement, and the upper layer, fragments containing 10 % Portland cement (Fig. 15, Tab. 1).

Each layer in the stack was 50 centimeters square and 7.5 centimeters thick.

Fig. 15: Stack with siporex and plaster layers: The bottom two layers are siporex, the middle two layers are pure plaster, the next layer up is plaster with added fragments containing 5 % Portland cement, and the top plaster layer contains added fragments containing 10 % Portland cement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock sample</th>
<th>CaO (%)</th>
<th>MgO (%)</th>
<th>Calcite (%)</th>
<th>Dolomite (%)</th>
<th>Total carbonate (%)</th>
<th>CaO/MgO</th>
<th>Insoluble residue (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.82</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>15.31</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>22.69</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>84.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.87</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>25.72</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>30.52</td>
<td>15.14</td>
<td>74.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>20.97</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>34.23</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>40.13</td>
<td>16.26</td>
<td>65.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16.20</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>28.50</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>29.26</td>
<td>95.29</td>
<td>70.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 16: Development of forms on pure plaster layers (right) and plaster layers with harder fragments (left). Each layer was 50 centimeters square.
The stack of plaster and siporex layers was placed in a flume with a rectangular 1.4 x 3.4 meter cross-section. The average level of the water in the flume was 95 cm with an average discharge of 360 l/s of the water temperature was 12.4 °C.

The model was first disassembled after three hours. It was evident that the water had begun to intensively dissolve the bedding planes of the upper four layers while the siporex layers showed no changes.

The surfaces of layers containing the more slowly dissolving plaster fragments clearly display mostly one millimeter wide channels that run between the harder plaster fragments. The amount (thickness) of material dissolved is clearly evident along the fragments raised in the relief. It was not possible to identify such differences in the layers made of pure plaster. The slowly dissolving fragments in these layers had a major impact on the erosion of the plaster. On the upstream side of the harder fragments, the plaster was removed more deeply, as it was also at the outer edges and corners of the harder fragments where the velocity of the flow was higher. The channels in the plaster between the harder fragments meander distinctly and the flow of the water has changed direction by up to 90° (Fig. 16a).

The entire surfaces of the pure plaster layers started to show the formation of predominantly parallel bedding-plane channels a few millimeters wide oriented in the general direction of the water flow in the flume. Plaster contains a small percentage of impurities comprising harder and more slowly soluble grains. Below them, relative to the direction of the flow, channels of even diameter change their morphology. Before the “obstacle” they widen distinctly, and below it they continue in several narrower channels (Fig. 16b). The “obstacles,” tiny harder particles, are gradually carried away by the water. The sickle-like notches perpendicular to the water flow seen on the surface most probably develop due to larger harder particles and transform into scallops.

No differences were observed in the dissolving of the harder fragments in either bed. Tiny channels were visible on the surfaces of the harder fragments. In most cases, the diameter of these channels was narrower than that of the channels in the pure plaster and the direction was mostly parallel to the water flow in the flume.

Six hours after the start of the experiment, the dissolving process was observed on the upstream face of the stack of plaster layers. On the upstream faces of the pure plaster layers, networks of scallops up to several mm long formed to the left and right in the direction of the water flow, and in the middle of the faces one-millimeter wide and deep cups formed. On the top two layers with the less soluble imbedded fragments, the faces of both layers had places where the water had already reached the harder fragments and the plaster between the fragments had dissolved considerably deeper. The water flowed mainly to the left and right of the model with only a small amount flowing through the fine channels.
(bedding-plane anastomoses) between the layers, and the direction of the water flow is indicated by the scallops. On the upstream side, the edges have already lost their sharpness, and a major invasion of water between the beds and faster dissolution was expected in the following stages. No changes were observed on the siporex layers.

The channels that had already formed on the surfaces of the layers containing more slowly soluble fragments of plaster started to deepen (Fig. 16c). In the areas where the harder fragments were close together, the flow of water went around them and picked up speed and the channels were deeper, wider, and meandering.

On the surfaces of the layers made of pure plaster, predominantly parallel bedding-plane channels up to a few centimeters wide continued to form in the general direction of the water flow in the flume. The majority of the discharge between two layers flowed down the middle section, while a part wedged out at the edges (Fig. 16d).

The model was again disassembled after twelve hours to observe the dissolving process. The dissolving followed the initial channels observed earlier.

On the upstream faces of the pure plaster layers, scallops continued to develop to the left and right in the direction of the water flow. The faces of the upper two layers containing harder fragments were both dissolved to a great extent around the exposed fragments.

When the model was disassembled, it was established that the water had carved a central stream in the middle section of the upper layer with the harder fragments in the direction of the water flow in the flume and had cut through the entire thickness of the layer. The larger stream of water channeled to the areas where the harder, less soluble fragments of plaster were packed together more densely, and where there was less cement between the fragments. The layer began to disintegrate. Simultaneously, due to its faster flow between the layers, in some places the water also started to carve bedding-plane channels into the harder fragments of reinforced plaster as well as into the pure plaster. Consistently, the streams no longer avoided the harder fragments as they had at the beginning of the experiment (Fig. 16e). The channels became wider and deeper. The traces of swirling water and more rapid dissolving continued at the contacts between the harder fragments and the pure plaster and where there were clusters of harder fragments.

In pure plaster, the great majority of the bedding-plane channels developed over the entire length of the layers; the flow of water between two layers increased its speed, the channels became larger and wider. Only two areas about one square decimeter in size on the left and right side of the layers remained undissolved (Fig. 16f). In front of the still undissolved patches, the water swirled and carved pockets a few centimeters in diameter and up to 1 cm deep upstream and downstream. While the water entered the entire width of the model in a more or less evenly thick layer, due most probably to the merging of streams between the still undissolved and adjoined parts of the two layers, the water created mostly evenly deep bedding-plane channels at the outflow side of the model.

Fig. 18: The turbulent flow of water on pure plaster layers reshaped parallel channels into cups and a network of scallops.
No changes were observed on siporex layers. The model was next disassembled after 24 hours. Even though each plaster layer had dissolved in overall thickness by around 20 % (on the top and bottom of the layers in the direction of the water flow), the model still maintained its original shape. The layer containing plaster fragments reinforced with 10 % Portland cement had dissolved less. A bedding-plane pocket had started to form in the lower of the two siporex layers, and a slight dissolving was noticeable in the area of the crack in the upper siporex layer.

The extensive dissolving of the plaster in the topmost layer with harder fragments continued. In the lower layer with harder fragments, the meandering bedding-plane channels generally oriented in the direction of the water flow in the flume and which had also formed on the harder fragments deepened (Fig. 16g). Larger pockets of irregular shapes formed due to the swirling of the water mostly upstream of the harder, less soluble plaster fragments (Fig. 17). In several places, pockets up to a few cm deep formed in the plaster on the bottom side of the layer.

Where the water entered the model, numerous deeper and shallower bedding-plane channels formed. Due to swirling, the water carved 2 cm deep and 2 to 3 cm wide pockets on both layers that merged into channels. Shallower channels also formed alongside the insoluble parts of the plaster.

A chaotic network of somewhat irregularly shaped scallops began to develop to the left and right in the direction of the water flow along the insoluble part. Similar forms occurred at the contact of the layers of pure plaster, but the channels, pockets, and scallops are about 100 % deeper on the upper surface of the lower layer than on the bottom of the upper layer (Fig. 16h).

When the model was inspected after 48 hours, the dissolving of both top and bottom surfaces had made the layers about 50 % thinner. Further minor dissolving was also evident along the crack in the upper siporex layer. A significant change was observed on the surfaces of the pure plaster layers. To the left and right of the undissolved section of plaster, the water transformed the more or less parallel channels into numerous pockets and a mostly irregular network of scallops due to its completely unhindered flow through the model and strong turbulence (Fig. 18).

A similar development of channels into a network of pockets and scallops due to the largely unobstructed flow of water between two layers was also observed on the inner surfaces between the two layers made of pure plaster (Fig. 16i). Parallel channels transformed into an irregular network of very long and narrow scallops were only preserved in the middle section of these layers.

In the top layer with harder plaster fragments, the water widened the already-carved channel that divided into two legs with a 40° angle by around 50 % (Fig. 16j). The stream created a new discharge channel and tore a number of the harder plaster fragments from the model at the split section of the entry channel and from several discharge channels and carried them away. The stronger and more turbulent flow deepened the pockets in the plaster, dissolved the contact areas between the harder plaster fragments and plaster even faster, and in most cases rounded the originally sharp edges of the harder fragments.

After 72 hours, the water had almost entirely dissolved the plaster layers. The harder plaster fragments were almost all that was left of the layers containing them (Fig. 16k). The upper of the two layers made of pure plaster was almost completely dissolved, while the siporex layers remained almost unchanged. The water carved a channel along the crack in the upper siporex layer. Only one layer made of pure plaster remained almost whole, although thinned to around 2 cm. All of the original mostly parallel channels had been transformed into a network of pockets and scallops (Fig. 16l).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Plaster models reveal the subsoil shaping of rock and the development of its subsoil rock relief below soil of diverse composition with consequently variously permeable contact and in locally saturated areas of the contact (Figs. 3, 4). Subsoil scallops form over the entire surface when water creeps downward along a permeable contact while subsoil shafts and channels form along less permeable contacts. Longitudinal notches indicate the prevailing levels of groundwater while anastomoses occur along horizontal contacts.

The original sloped plaster surface was eroded and the changes of rillenkarren forms were observed (Figs. 5, 6). Rain flutes lengths in the case of water temperature, 45 ± 5 °C become longer and faster downwards than water temperature, 24 ± 3 °C. In the case of water temperature, 45 ± 5 °C, widths expanded rapidly from...
the beginning time to 100 hours, cross-sections have deep shape from the beginning time to 200 hours. In case of water temperature 24 ± 3 °C widths expanded from the beginning time to 350 hours and depths of rain flutes increased rapidly from start to 550 hours.

The rock relief of a plaster tube cave clearly shows its development under different hydraulic conditions. Pockets are found on the entire circumference where larger vortexes form in the water current. Due to the higher water pressure in a tube passage, the water creates distinct notches along areas of weakness in the rock, primarily along fissures and bedding planes where deep domes with pockets form. This is a frequent characteristic in sections of plaster caves with a large inflow and limited outflow of water, although in natural caves, pockets are mostly found on the upper parts of the rock circumference because the floor can be further shaped by material carried or deposited as sediment by the water (Figs. 12, 13, 14). Different networks of scallops are the trace of the characteristics of the rock on which they form and the hydraulic conditions, the velocity of the water current, and the impact of the space on the swirling of the water.

The third model experiment revealed the dissolving and formation of relief on the surface of layers of varying solubility and composition. At the beginning of the experiment, the water dissolved only the faces and outer contacts between the layers. The next stage, with a predominantly laminar and slower flow between layers, saw the formation of longitudinal and meandering anastomoses, in some places the origins of a network of scallops, and along the harder, more slowly dissolving fragments, the beginnings of pockets and domes created by swirling water. In the last phase of the experiment, due to the faster and more turbulent flow and swirling along the harder fragments, the water completely transformed the longitudinal and parallel channels into a deep network of pockets, domes, and scallops. Smaller channels developed into larger spaces, and the even swirling of water in the newly formed larger spaces fostered the formation of a network of scallops. Toward the end of the experiment, the scallops started to grow, indicating a gradual slowing of the water flow through the model. With the slow water flow, the small bedding-plane anastomoses grew into a larger channel with wall forms characteristic of a slow water flow.

**CONCLUSION**

This type of laboratory modeling has once again proved to be demonstrative and useful for studying karst surfaces and caves. It enables us to deepen our knowledge about the manner of karst formation and its development. It is worth to continue.
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